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Chapter 1871 

The silver-haired man stopped and sized Ye Wanwan up. “What are you saying? You’re Worriless Nie?” 

“Don’t I look like her?” Ye Wanwan retorted. 

“Not really right now.” The silver-haired man shook his head. 

Not really right now? So did I resemble Worriless more closely before? Or do I know how to change 

faces and switch appearances in the blink of an eye? 

“You say you’re Bai Feng of the Fearless Alliance one minute and Worriless Nie the next. Are you trying 

to trick me?” The silver-haired man glanced at her strangely. 

“I’m Worriless Nie…” Ye Wanwan said. 

“If you’re Worriless Nie, then who is Bai Feng?” The silver-haired man frowned. 

Tm also Bai Feng,” she answered. 

“If you’re Bai Feng… then what about Worriless Nie…? What mumbo-jumbo is this? My head is dizzy 

because of you.” The silver-haired man looked displeased. 

Isn’t it me who should be dizzy…? 

Ye Wanwan said, “Forget it if you don’t believe it.” 

“What evidence do you have to prove you’re my disciple, Worriless Nie?” The silver-haired man asked 

after a moment of silence. 

“Then what evidence do you have to prove you’re Worriless Nie’s master?” Ye Wanwan retorted. 

Without concrete evidence that proved this silver-haired man was Worriless Nie’s master, Ye Wanwan 

kept her reservations about him even if he did save her twice. 

“I don’t want to waste my time with you… Since you said you’re Worriless Nie, then let me ask you—

why didn’t you recognize your own master? Do you have amnesia?” 

“You said you’re Worriless Nie’s master, so why didn’t you recognize your own disciple? Do you also 

have amnesia?” 

You, little miss, are rather silver-tongued. Fine, after you return to the Independent State, I’ll have my 

method of confirming whether you’re Worriless Nie or not.” 

After saying that, the silver-haired man turned and left without looking back, disappearing without a 

trace. 

Ye Wanwan was speechless. Wasn’t this too bizarre? 

If the silver-haired man didn’t know she was his disciple, Worriless Nie, why did he save her twice…? Or 

perhaps he merely couldn’t confirm it was her since she bore some similarities to Worriless Nie, as 

Nameless Nie once mentioned. 



Ye Wanwan was very curious about this silver-haired man’s identity. Could he really be my master…? 

Even if this silver-haired man didn’t recognize her despite being Worriless Nie’s master, she wouldn’t 

find it strange or odd. After all, even her own parents and brother didn’t recognize her. 

Speaking of which, she was probably raised by her maternal grandfather since she was young and rarely 

encountered people from the Nie family. Perhaps her grandfather prohibited her from seeing Madam 

Nie and Patriarch Nie entirely, as well as Nameless Nie. If things were like that, it’d be pardonable for 

the Nie family to not recognize her. However, her master’s inability to recognize her was a bit… dumb, 

no? 

Before Ye Wanwan could mull it over any longer, a car rapidly drove toward her and parked on the 

street. 

A second later, Big Dipper, Seven Star, and the others rushed out of the car. 

“Sis Feng, you got robbed?! Where is he? I’ll kill him!” 

Chapter 1872 

Big Dipper was the first to reach Ye Wanwan and furiously looked around her. 

Ye Wanwan glanced at him. If she had waited for him, her corpse would’ve cooled already. 

“Are you alright, Sis Feng?” Seven Star asked as he inspected her. 

Ye Wanwan shook her head. “It’s nothing.” 

“How dare someone act as shameless as our Fearless Alliance and publicly rob someone in broad 

daylight with the sun bright above us? Are they trying to steal our business?!” Big Dipper exclaimed 

furiously. 

“Do you know the other person’s origin, President?” First Elder asked as he walked forward. 

When they followed Eleven to investigate the whereabouts of the Fearless Alliance members 

imprisoned by Si Bayi, they received a call saying the President was ambushed and their Fearless Alliance 

elites weren’t a match, so the other person probably came from the Independent State. 

The Independent State probably,” Ye Wanwan replied. 

Third Elder frowned in contemplation and said after a moment, “Could it be someone from the Lawless 

Gang, President…?” 

They just tricked the Lawless Gang’s leader, Si Bayi, into the police station, so it would be reasonable for 

the Lawless Gang to retaliate. 

“I don’t think so.” Ye Wanwan shook her head. 

With the Lawless Gang’s current state, an expert like that wouldn’t fit in there. Moreover, that person’s 

intentions were very obvious. He didn’t come for her life; he came for her ring. So he probably wasn’t 

connected to the Lawless Gang. 

“Strange… Our elites said that person wanted to steal your ring, President…” First Elder said to her. 



“That’s right.” Ye Wanwan admitted it frankly. 

“President, what kind of ring is it? Would it be alright to let me take a look?” First Elder asked. 

Ye Wanwan didn’t consider it for long since she didn’t need to stay on guard against First Elder and the 

others. 

Ye Wanwan immediately pulled her ring off and handed it to First Elder. 

Seven Star, Big Dipper, and Third Elder quickly surrounded it as well. 

The ring in First Elder’s hand was simple and dull, forged from some unknown material. A closer 

examination revealed a stalk of weed inside the ring, but this ring couldn’t look any more ordinary. 

“Are you done yet? Let me see.” Third Elder glanced at First Elder. 

First Elder handed the ring to him. 

Third Elder studied it for a moment but couldn’t uncover anything. 

“Third Elder, come come come, let me see the ring too.” Big Dipper hastily extended his hand toward 

him. 

Third Elder merely glanced at him but ignored him and directly returned the ring to Ye Wanwan. 

“President, this ring has some years on it, and the material is a bit unusual… So it should be rather 

valuable…” Third Elder said after some thought. 

“Valuable…? How much is it worth then?” Ye Wanwan asked reflexively. 

“That’s hard to say…” Third Elder shook his head. He wasn’t a ring seller, so how would he know how 

much it was worth? 

“Um, aside from being valuable, what other use does it have?” Ye Wanwan asked. 

“Other use…? Well, it’s valuable…? Aside from being valuable, I can’t see any other purpose.” Third Elder 

was dumbfounded. Could this ring have another purpose? 

Ye Wanwan immediately turned to First Elder. 

Everyone knew that the most knowledgeable and experienced person in the Fearless Alliance was First 

Elder, so perhaps he knew other purposes for this ring. 

Chapter 1873 

 “President, I also don’t know any other special quality of this ring. If no one came to steal it, I would’ve 

thought this ring was a mere accessory… But if it’s just an accessory, why would it cause an expert from 

the Independent State to come and steal it? No matter how valuable it is, no one should dare to steal 

from our Fearless Alliance… Unless it’s unrelated to money and holds some other special meaning,” First 

Elder said after some thought. 

Ye Wanwan naturally realized there was another use for this ring, but the actual use was the important 

part. If they couldn’t figure it out, keeping it on her would be risky. 



Of course, this risk only applied to China. She didn’t believe that anyone would dare to steal from her 

after she returned to the Independent State! 

“President, after we return to the Independent State, I’ll have someone look into this matter thoroughly. 

If we discover the culprit, we’ll make them suffer a fate worse than death and eradicate their whole 

clan.” Third Elder’s eyes coldly glinted. 

It had always been their Fearless Alliance who stole from other people. This was the first time someone 

tried to steal from them… Moreover, the victim of the robbery was the President of the Fearless 

Alliance. If news of this got out, it would humiliate the Fearless Alliance worse than calling the police to 

catch Si Wutian! 

Ye Wanwan didn’t care too much though since the ring was still in her possession and didn’t get stolen 

by the slim man. She also didn’t have much hope for discovering his identity. 

Since the slim man knew her identity but still brazenly came to steal the ring, it meant two things: 

First, the slim man made preparations ahead of time, and the Fearless Alliance wouldn’t discover him 

even if the Fearless Alliance conducted an investigation to their full abilities. 

Second, the power behind the slim man wasn’t inferior to the Fearless Alliance, and he wasn’t afraid of 

the Fearless Alliance seeking retribution from him. Their hands would be tied even if Third Elder 

discovered anything. 

To Ye Wanwan, it didn’t matter whether they investigated it or not. 

Before Ye Wanwan could speak, her phone started ringing. 

The caller ID showed “Most Beloved Darling.” 

This was Ye Wanwan’s nickname for Si Yehan’s phone number. 

Big Dipper caught a glimpse of the caller ID on Ye Wanwan’s screen, and his eyes shot open and glowed 

brightly. 

“D*mn! Most Beloved Darling? Who did you give such a sickening nickname to, Sis Feng? Who, who?” 

Seven Star looked at Ye Wanwan with a furrow of his brows. 

Ye Wanwan herself was surprised when she saw the caller ID. 

This number hadn’t lit up her phone for a long time. 

After a moment’s pause, Ye Wanwan sardonically picked up her phone, “Hello, my dear?” 

He especially used this Chinese number to hint at her that he wasn’t in the Independent State, right? 

What great effort he went through. 

Big Dipper shivered and muttered to Seven Star, “Sh*t, Sis Feng’s dainty voice is giving me 

goosebumps!” 

“Where are you?” Si Yehan’s cool and low voice was heard from the other end. 



“Me? I’m in Imperial City, of course! What’s up?” Ye Wanwan replied matter-of-factly as she blinked. 

The voice warmed a few degrees. “Nothing. Don’t run around wildly.” 

Chapter 1874 

 “I got it! You told me many times already! Look at how well-behaved I am—do I look like a disobedient 

person? Don’t worry, I’ll stay in the country and won’t run around wildly!” Ye Wanwan vehemently 

promised. 

Seven Star frowned when he overheard this. 

Big Dipper quietly exclaimed, “D*mn! What’s going on with Sis Feng? Didn’t we decide to leave? Why 

did she change her mind the second she got a call from a stray cat outside? Isn’t this too… 

unscrupulous?!” 

Big Dipper was frightened by Ye Wanwan’s fickle attitude. 

Seven Star still remembered the love gu in Sis Feng, and they had to go back and think of a cure as soon 

as possible, so they definitely couldn’t stay in China for long. 

Now, she wanted to stay in China for a man? Wasn’t she risking her life trivially? 

On the other end of the call, Si Yehan refrained from commenting on her words but decided that Ye 

Wanwan wasn’t lying after some thought. 

After all, he managed to mollify her that other day, so there was no reason for her to return to the 

Independent State. Si Yehan’s worries were eased temporarily, and he said, “Wait for me to come back.” 

“Yes yes, I know. I’ll be good and wait for you at home. Hurry and come back, okay?” Ye Wanwan’s voice 

was especially soft and agreeable as she promised. 

Seven Star’s expression darkened with every word she spoke, and he wanted to interrupt several times 

but resisted. 

After being lovey-dovey for a while more, Ye Wanwan finally hung up and promptly turned to look at 

Seven Star. “Did you book the plane tickets yet?” 

“What?” Seven Star was startled and swallowed the words he wanted to say. 

Ye Wanwan pursed her lips. “I’m talking about the plane tickets back to the Independent State 

tomorrow!” 

Seven Star reflexively nodded. “I booked them.” 

“Great! We’ll depart tomorrow then!” Ye Wanwan replied. 

Seven Star asked in a daze, “Didn’t you just say… you were staying in China… Sis Feng?” 

Ye Wanwan raised her brows and glanced at her phone. “You believe the words people say when 

they’re pacifying someone?” 

Seven Star: “…” 



Big Dipper: “…” 

Sis Feng’s lip service was truly too slippery! 

If it weren’t for her typical hoes over bros character, why would they worry? Who knew she’d resist 

beauty so staunchly this time? 

Big Dipper whispered in Seven Star’s ears. “I know! It’s not because Sis Feng changed her nature; it’s 

because the Independent State has more beautiful men…” 

Seven Star: 

Ye Wanwan rolled her eyes at Big Dipper. “What are you muttering about? What are you saying this 

time?” 

Big Dipper hastily waved his hand. “Nothing, nothing. Oh right, Sis Feng, I just wanted to ask… Are… are 

you really married to that patriarch of the Si family?” 

The president’s marriage was very significant, after all! 

Ye Wanwan cast her eyes down in silence for a moment before turning to look at the distant night. She 

aloofly replied, “Who knows?” 

“Eh… what?” Big Dipper asked. 

What does this mean…? 

Doesn’t Sis Feng know whether she’s married or not? 

Big Dipper and Seven Star looked at each other with clear exasperation in their eyes. 

Ye Wanwan didn’t say anything more and entered the car, ordering Big Dipper to drive toward the Age 

of Immortals. 

At the same time, at some location in Imperial City: 

The silver-haired man sat in a mini-van with a deep frown on his face, as though he was thinking about 

something. 

“I didn’t expect it to be that ring…” the silver-haired man murmured, surprise and worry surfacing on his 

face. 

“Impossible… That ring should’ve been utterly destroyed after that incident in the Independent State, so 

why…” Unease grappled his mind. 

Before Worriless Nie went missing, he clearly told her that the ring absolutely shouldn’t exist and had to 

be destroyed! And his disciple, Worriless Nie, destroyed the ring in front of him… 

So why… why did that ring still exist?! And why was it in Worriless Nie’s possession…? 

Chapter 1875 

 “Master, did you find Little Junior Sister?” 



A woman with seductive looks entered the van and asked the silver-haired man. 

The silver-haired man nodded. “I did…” 

“Little Junior Sister is seriously… We just discovered she went back to the Independent State and 

wanted to go there to find her, but now, she came running back to China. She’s really wild.” The alluring 

woman chuckled lightly. “So where’s Junior Sister, Master?” 

Your junior sister lost her memory… I didn’t acknowledge her,” the silver-haired man replied. 

“Eh?” The alluring woman’s expression turned strange, and she couldn’t understand. “Why didn’t you 

acknowledge Little Junior Sister, Master?” 

“Now isn’t the time.” The silver-haired man shook his head. “When your little junior sister went to the 

Independent State, she was clearly in an amnesiac state, but for some reason, she still managed to 

become President Fearless.” 

“Heh…” 

The alluring woman chuckled. “Do you need to ask, Master? There aren’t many people in the entire 

Independent State who know Little Junior Sister Worriless Nie is Bai Feng, but Emperor Ji does… 

Emperor Ji must’ve recognized Little Junior Sister, so it’d be easy for him to help Little Junior Sister 

recover her identity. After all, the Nie family currently has a fake Worriless Nie, but helping Little Junior 

Sister recover her status as President Fearless should be a piece of cake… Moreover, you know how 

Little Junior Sister gets when she’s drunk… I can guarantee that Little Junior Sister must’ve gotten drunk 

at least once in the Fearless Alliance…” 

The silver-haired man also laughed, a wave of memories washing over him. 

That was true. Once his little disciple was drunk, the torrential power inside of her couldn’t be stopped 

even in an amnesiac state. 

“However, Worriless currently doesn’t have her memories, so how do you know she acted the way she 

used to after consuming alcohol?” The silver-haired man looked at the alluring woman. 

The woman smiled. “I saw Emperor Ji once, and he told me the whole story.” 

“I see.” The man was pensive. Everything made sense then. 

If it weren’t for Worriless Nie drinking and exposing her nature, it would’ve been impossible to make the 

Fearless Alliance completely believe she was Bai Feng. Those elders of the Fearless Alliance especially; 

each one was more astute than the next. It was impossible to fool them. 

“Master, let’s reunite with Little Junior Sister. I miss her to death!” she suggested impatiently. 

However, the silver-haired man shook his head. 

It would be better for Worriless Nie to recover her memories on her own… Moreover, if they did 

reunite, how should he explain to her what happened before she lost her memory… 

That would truly be too cruel for Worriless Nie. It might even be worse than death… 



If Worriless Nie was unable to accept it or… unwilling to remember it, it would be her internal demon 

forever. “Master… Your worries are… But that matter…” the alluring woman questioned hesitantly. 

“That’s right.” The silver-haired man sighed softly. “If we reunited, I would tell her everything, but it isn’t 

the time now obviously.” 

The alluring woman was silent for a moment before sighing as well. “I know that… Little Junior Sister 

blames herself, but that matter… isn’t her fault… She didn’t do it on purpose…” 

She still vaguely recalled Worriless Nie’s tortured state when Worriless Nie video-called Master and her 

many years ago. 

It wasn’t that Worriless Nie was too weak. In fact, Worriless Nie was strong enough, but anyone who 

encountered that same situation—regardless of their gender—probably wouldn’t have had the courage 

to continue living in this world. 

In the end, Worriless Nie was hunted down. When she and Master arrived, they faintly saw a man taking 

Worriless Nie away from the Independent State. 

Chapter 1876 

But they weren’t able to see that man’s appearance clearly. 

Later, the silver-haired man caught wind of some news, so he came to China in search of Worriless Nie’s 

whereabouts. 

To the seductive woman, Master was probably unwilling to reunite with Little Junior Sister because he 

pampered Little Junior Sister too much. 

If Little Junior Sister kept hounding Master, he probably couldn’t withstand it and would spill 

everything… 

Once Little Junior Sister learned the truth… 

The consequences would be inconceivable. 

“Master, should we leave the Little Junior Sister alone without any care then…?” The woman looked at 

him in incomprehension. 

They finally managed to confirm Little Junior Sister’s identity after all the trouble and found her. 

Shouldn’t they reunite with her…? 

The silver-haired man stayed silent for a moment before looking at her. “What’s there to worry about? 

Your Little Junior Sister couldn’t be any freer! As the President of the Fearless Alliance, she has a bunch 

of experts around her protecting her.” 

The seductive woman carefully thought about it and realized that was the truth. 

“Then… Master, when can we reunite with Little Junior Sister?” 

“Let’s wait until Worriless recovers her memory on her own.” The silver-haired man sighed. 



At the same time, as Big Dipper drove, he kept peering at Ye Wanwan in the back. “Hey, Sis Feng… Just 

how much is your ring worth…?” 

“Drive properly. Stop looking at me.” Ye Wanwan glanced at him. 

“Okay.” Big Dipper had no choice but to focus on driving and didn’t dare to look behind him again. 

“Have you found the Fearless Alliance members abducted by Si Bayi?” Ye Wanwan asked as she turned 

to the others. Seven Star nodded expressionlessly. “Yes, we found them.” 

“Sis Feng, we had a total of 20 something members abducted by the Lawless Gang, but only 11 people 

remained. Ay… 

But we called the police and got Si Bayi and a dozen or so Lawless Gang members captured, so we didn’t 

lose anything and got our revenge,” Big Dipper hastily interjected. 

Third Elder, in the front passenger seat, glanced at Big Dipper. Can he freaking stop mentioning how we 

called the police?! 

“Say, Sis Feng… Isn’t it a bit too… humiliating… how we called the police to capture Si Bayi in China? If 

word got back to the Independent State and other factions learned we called the police… where would 

our pride go?” Big Dipper asked. 

Third Elder: 

Ye Wanwan glanced at Big Dipper. “What’s humiliating about that? It was Si Bayi acting shameless first 

by using firearms, and we called the police second. It’s not like we called the police while everyone was 

fighting with their bare hands.” 

“Eh… that’s the principle, but… the prohibited usage of firearms is only the Independent State’s rules. 

Members of the Independent State aren’t as restricted in other countries,” Big Dipper refuted. 

“That’s right. As you said, there aren’t as many rules in China, so why should we abide by the 

Independent State’s rules still…? We’re in China, a country with a proper legal system,” Ye Wanwan 

retorted. 

Third Elder: “Thinking about it like that, that does seem to be the case.” 

Seven Star agreed. “Yes…” 

Big Dipper also added, “True… I’m convinced.” 

Ye Wanwan swept her eyes over the other four. When they were in the Independent State, they didn’t 

find anything humiliating but they had so many concerns after coming to China. How surprising. 

With Ye Wanwan’s directions, Big Dipper soon parked the car in front of the Age of Immortals. 

“Director Ye!!!” 

Chapter 1877 Your goddess’s boyfriend 

When the guards at the Age of Immortals’ entrance saw Ye Wanwan and her group appearing suddenly, 

they immediately received her in surprise. 



“Hello, Director Ye!” 

“Hello.” Ye Wanwan smiled at them. 

The security looked flattered, as though they were dreaming. 

Ye Wanwan was the top boss of Stars Corporation! 

It was extremely difficult for even international superstars to see Ye Wanwan. They couldn’t see her 

whenever they pleased. 

“Is CEO Ye here?” Ye Wanwan asked. 

“Huh… Aren’t you Director Ye[l]…?” An employee blurted out automatically but realized something was 

amiss, so they immediately corrected themselves. “Oh…You’re referring to Ye Mufan, CEO Ye…He’s 

here, he’s here…I’ll bring you to him.” 

“Sure.” Ye Wanwan nodded. 

Soon, Ye Wanwan entered the Age of Immortals’ canteen. 

Aside from Ye Mufan, Jiang Yanran, Gong Xu, Luo Chen, Han Xianyu, and Chu Feng, who she hadn’t seen 

for a long time, were also present. 

They were sitting at the same table and eating the company canteen’s food. 

“D*mn, Brother Ye!” 

Gong Xu was the first to see Ye Wanwan and shot up excitedly at once. 

“Wanwan… why are you here?” 

Ye Mufan immediately put down a half-chewed pig’s foot and reflexively wiped the grease on his hands 

on his clothes. 

“F*ck me… The expensive suit I just bought!” Ye Mufan looked like he ate shit as he stared at the grease 

stains on himself. 

“…” Ye Wanwan thought: Wasn’t it you who smeared that grease stain a second ago…? 

“You’re all eating!” 

Big Dipper swaggered up and nonchalantly sat down next to Jiang Yanran. 

“Hello… I think that’s my seat…” The pushed-away Chu Feng stared at Big Dipper, baffled. 

Seeing as it was someone brought there by Ye Wanwan, Chu Feng couldn’t blow up rashly. 

“What’s that about your seat, my seat? Your name isn’t on it, chap. Aren’t you too tactless? Shoo shoo 

shoo, go sit somewhere else, right… Goddess…?” Big Dipper turned to Jiang Yanran toward the end. 

Jiang Yanran: 

“Sis Wanwan…” The bewildered Chu Feng immediately turned to Ye Wanwan. What was happening? 



“Big Dipper.” Ye Wanwan shot Big Dipper a displeased look. Chu Feng was Jiang Yanran’s proper 

boyfriend, and they were about to get engaged. Why was he trying to butt in? 

Seven Star expressionlessly walked toward Big Dipper before he could speak and picked him up before 

aloofly turning to Chu Feng. “Sit.” 

Chu Feng sat back down dazedly. Just what was happening…? 

“D*mn… Old Seven, are you a freaking human? How could you separate me from my goddess…? Tell 

me, did you take a fancy to my goddess?!” Big Dipper was brimming with resentment. 

“Big Dipper, this is Chu Feng, Jiang Yanran’s boyfriend.” Ye Wanwan was forced to tell him the truth. 

Big Dipper looked at Chu Feng in immense shock and disbelief. “D*mn… No way! How is that possible… 

Punk, get up. I’m going to fight with you! We’ll sign a life and death pact…” 

Chu Feng’s lips twitched. He didn’t seem too willing to pay attention to Big Dipper. 

“D*mn, punk, can’t you freaking give us a break? Yanran is about to get engaged; what fuss are you 

making?” Ye Mufan glanced at Big Dipper. 

Chapter 1878 I walk the tough man route 

“I don’t care! I won’t accept it! Gong Xu, my bro, help me punch him!” Big Dipper’s gaze landed on the 

audience member, Gong Xu. 

“Eh… Bro Big… I…” Gong Xu looked trapped. He was friends with Chu Feng, so how could he shamelessly 

beat Chu Feng? Plus… Chu Feng didn’t do anything. 

“Can’t you be more promising?” Seven Star turned to Big Dipper. 

“That’s right, Bro Big. As they say, there’s plenty of fish in the sea, so why are you so hung up on one 

fish? The ancient saying is right—there are plenty of beautiful women in this world. You can pursue 

anyone you want…” Gong Xu prattled on incessantly. 

“Ignore him. This is how he is. You’ll get used to it.” Ye Wanwan couldn’t be more embarrassed. 

Sis Wan, don’t worry. I’m used to it.” Chu Feng smiled faintly. 

Jiang Yanran currently had too many admirers, so he was already accustomed to it. Big Dipper was 

decent still; there were many crazier suitors out there. 

“Punk, I’m telling you, treat my goddess well… If you dare to bully my goddess in the future, I’ll make 

you thoroughly understand two words!” Big Dipper fumed with rage. 

“Which two words?” Gong Xu blurted out. 

“Die sonless…” Big Dipper harrumphed. 

Big Dipper then turned to Ye Wanwan as though he’d suffered an immense grievance. “Sis Wanwan… I 

broke up…” 

Ye Wanwan:When did you even freaking start dating… 



“Bro Big… I know several sisters who look pretty sweet…” Gong Xu quietly said after walking toward Big 

Dipper. 

“Oh…?M Big Dipper’s eyes brightened. 

“Bro Big, how about… you teach me a move or two? Because of Brother Ye, I luckily signed on with Stars 

Entertainment, and I’m preparing to enter the international scene. After carefully thinking about it, I 

finally decided the tough man style suits me the best… How about you come to my house sometime, Bro 

Big, and we can explore the tough man route together…” Gong Xu seriously asked. 

“Yes… From the first time I saw you, I thought you were very suited for the tough man style. How about 

you call those girlies and… I’ll come to your house tonight… and explore it in detail?” Big Dipper agreed 

thoughtfully. 

Ye Wanwan:Enough already. Didn’t you just break up?! 

Yes, that’s doable…” Gong Xu smiled before turning to Ye Wanwan. “Bro Big, I’m not connected to those 

girls in any way. I just know them… I mainly want to introduce them to my Bro Big… That’s all.” 

Big Dipper also turned to Ye Wanwan. “As they say… Who else can an injured heart love… I think I’ll 

become a heartless Casanova from now on… My heart won’t hurt as long as I don’t love, ay…” 

Ye Wanwan wondered if she could call the security here to kick these two idiots out. She couldn’t stand 

them anymore! 

“No, you can’t go.” Seven Star furrowed his brows at Big Dipper. 

“Why? I have to help my bro, Gong Xu, walk the tough man route!” Big Dipper protested. 

“That’s right, that’s right?! Why won’t you let my Bro Big go?!” Gong Xu hastily interjected too. 

Seven Star didn’t speak and coldly looked at Gong Xu. 

Gong Xu immediately switched tracks and seriously said, “Eh… Actually, I think it’d also be nice if I went 

the scholarly route…I don’t have to go the tough man route…Bro Big, don’t come if you don’t have 

time…” 

It had to be said that Seven Star’s expression was truly too frightening. 

“We have to leave soon. Don’t run around and cause havoc.” After relaying this final order, Seven Star 

didn’t say anything else. 

Chapter 1879 Give me a girlfriend as compensation 

“Leave? Where?” Gong Xu pressed anxiously. 

“Far away.” Big Dipper sighed. Thinking about it，if he could stay in China and party every day with 

Gong Xu…it_d be rather nice too… 

Then… when will you come back?” Gong Xu’s face filled with sadness. 

“Winter probably…” 



“Bro Big, aren’t you being insincere…?” Gong Xu’s lips twitched. Winter probably, he said. 

Luo Chen dragged Gong Xu away before Gong Xu could say anything else. 

“Oh right, how’s the investigation on Yao Jiawen?” Ye Wanwan pushed Ye Mufan, who resumed eating 

his pig foot again, to the side and sat down. 

“That d*mn b*tch, that ingrate!” Ye Mufan put down his pig foot and scornfully said, “The investigation 

finished. She embezzled several large sums of money from the company and committed a white-collar 

crime, so she got arrested. She probably won’t be released within several decades.” 

“We let her off lightly,” Han Xianyu commented with a smile. 

“It’s a rather befitting punishment,” Jiang Yanran said. 

Back then, Yao Jiawen secretly embezzled the company’s funds and shoved all of the crimes onto Ye 

Wanwan. Not only that, but she also acted like a mighty hero who didn’t fear hardship and led the Age 

of Immortals out of its plight. Just thinking about it made them nauseous. 

Thankfully, after Ye Wanwan returned, she shattered Yao Jiawen’s public image and dished out some 

sweet justice! 

Ye Wanwan knew Yao Jiawen would get arrested for sure, so she didn’t pay it too much heed. 

“How’s Emperor Sky Entertainment?” Ye Wanwan asked her brother. 

“I merged Emperor Sky Entertainment and the Age of Immortals. Emperor Sky Entertainment has quite a 

large number of artists… but the current focus is Han Xianyu, Gong Xu, and them. We won’t consider 

other artists until they rise above the A-list,” Ye Mufan replied. 

“Haha, exactly. We shouldn’t let one’s own fertile water flow into others’ fields…My Brother Ye is the 

boss of Stars Corporation. Before this, I never dreamed of signing a contract with Stars Entertainment… 

I’ve met so many of my idols! I love you to death, Brother Ye…” Gong Xu said. 

Yeah…” Han Xianyu nodded in agreement. 

Not everyone could sign onto an international entertainment company like Stars Entertainment. They 

possessed too many wealthy resources, so Stars Entertainment could easily make them into 

international superstars. As long as they didn’t behave suicidally, there wouldn’t be any problems. 

“Brother Ye… Thank you…” 

Luo Chen looked at Ye Wanwan and wanted to say something but could only make out “Thank you.” No 

words could describe his gratitude toward Ye Wanwan. If it weren’t for Ye Wanwan… he would be 

nothing… 

“What? You want to make me cry?” Ye Wanwan asked Luo Chen in amusement. 

“No…” Luo Chen shook his head. 

“Wanwan, without you, we wouldn’t be where we are…” Jiang Yanran said. 



The greatest benefactor she’d met in her life was Ye Wanwan. Ever since their school days, the 

assistance Ye Wanwan had given her was truly too, too much. 

“Sis Wanwan… I’m also grateful for you. If it weren’t for you… I wouldn’t have gotten together with 

Yanran…” Chu Feng also said. 

“What?!” 

Big Dipper was surprised and instantly turned to Ye Wanwan grievously. “Sis Wanwan… It was actually 

you who introduced my goddess to this punk… I don’t care, you owe me a girlfriend! Give me a girlfriend 

as compensation.” 

Ye Wanwan glanced at Big Dipper. “I’ll sit with you for a bit.” 

Big Dipper: “…” 

Chapter 1880 Give the position to you 

Ye Wanwan turned to Ye Mufan and said, “Dad and Mom called me and told us to come home to have 

dinner in a few days. Take advantage of the next two days, and get in touch with Director Zhou from 

Stars Entertainment. I already let them know that Stars Entertainment will be working closely with the 

Age of Immortals.” 

“D*mn! Really…? That’s too awesome!” Ye Mufan was beside himself with excitement. 

Before, Stars Entertainment merely gave them a pinch of resources and it allowed the Age of Immortals 

and Emperor Sky Entertainment to rise almost an entire level. As for intense collaborations, they never 

dreamed of this! 

However, after thinking about it, Ye Wanwan was the boss of Stars Corporation, so he, Ye Mufan, could 

also be considered a manager or something at Stars Entertainment at least… 

They were a family anyway, so these fertile resources had to be reserved for their own people, of 

course… 

“Good sister…” Ye Mufan suddenly smiled ingratiatingly at Ye Wanwan. His expression couldn’t be any 

more ass- kissing. 

“What babble do you want to fart now?” Ye Wanwan glanced at him. Ye Mufan was definitely up to no 

good. 

“Hahaha…” Ye Mufan chuckled. “Good sister, you’re too crude… Don’t be like that…” 

“I’ll leave if you won’t talk,” Ye Wanwan said. 

“D-don’t! I suddenly thought of something… that I think is necessary to discuss with you.” Ye Mufan 

asked, “What do you think of my abilities?” 

Ye Wanwan was startled, not understanding why Ye Mufan was asking out of the blue. 

“Decent,” Ye Wanwan answered truthfully. 



“Sister, do you still remember how you fired a branch director of Stars Entertainment at the anniversary 

celebration…?” Ye Mufan probed. 

Yes…” Ye Wanwan recalled that it was Shao Heng’s grandfather that she fired. 

“Good sister, say… I think that I would be a good fit for the empty director position now with my 

abilities… Now that Emperor Sky Entertainment and the Age of Immortals have merged, we will be 

entering a period of rapid development. Additionally… we’re going to have deep collaborations with 

Stars Entertainment, so why don’t you give the empty director position to me? It’ll work in everyone’s 

favor!” Ye Mufan hastily finished. He’d coveted that position for a long time but couldn’t muster the 

courage to voice it… 

Ye Wanwan was pensive. In truth, Ye Mufan could succeed as a director without any problems with his 

current strength. 

However… no matter what, Stars Corporation was still Second Elder’s asset. 

Ye Wanwan immediately went to the restroom and called Second Elder. 

“President… Although Stars Corporation is my asset, to put it plainly, it belongs to the Fearless Alliance. 

It was you who granted the starting fund to me back then, President, so you can do whatever you want. 

I won’t have any objections,” Second Elder responded on the other end after Ye Wanwan explained the 

situation to him. 

Ye Wanwan left the restroom after the call ended. She said to Ye Mufan, “Three-month trial period.” 

“D*mn! Good sister, I’ll buy you a feast! Ahahaha!” Ye Mufan was a bit lost in his exhilaration. 

After giving them a few more instructions, Ye Wanwan departed from the of Immortals with Big Dipper 

and the others in tow. 

… 

At Golden Seas: 

The Ye family’s turmoil finally calmed during this period of time. Liang Wanjun made a table of dishes, 

and Ye Mufan also entered the kitchen and made several of his signature dishes. Their family managed 

to gather together on this rare occasion. 

“Mom, let me help you!” 

 


